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Abstract

Background: Controlling emotions can be influential in increasing the quality of married life and coping with the outcomes of
uncovering extramarital affairs.
Objectives: This study hence investigated the effectiveness of hypnotherapy and schema therapy in improving emotional control
in people affected by marital infidelity.
Methods: This was a quasi-experimental study with a pretest-posttest control design and a three-month follow-up. The study
population included all couples dealing with marital infidelity who visited Mehr-e-Taban Counseling and Psychological Services
Center in Tehran, Iran in 2021. A total of 48 individuals were selected through convenient sampling and randomly assigned to the
two experimental groups and the control group (n = 16). The first experimental group received eight 90-minute hypnotherapy
sessions and the second received ten 90-minute schema therapy sessions. The research instrument included the Emotion Control
Questionnaire (ECQ). The data were analyzed using ANCOVA and post hoc tests in SPSS-22.
Results: The mean ± SD of the posttest score of emotional control in hypnotherapy and schema therapy groups was 47.62 ± 2.80
and 48.82 ± 1.45, which was significantly different from the control group (P < 0.001). The findings revealed that both therapeutic
approaches were effective in improving emotional control and its four components including rehearsal, emotional inhibition,
aggression control, and benign control in the participants (P < 0.001). There was no significant difference between the effects of
hypnotherapy and schema therapy in improving emotional control.
Conclusions: The results indicated that using both therapeutic approaches in counseling centers can be influential in helping
maladjusted couples to improve and reduce their marital problems and increase their satisfaction, particularly in couples damaged
by infidelity.
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1. Background

Family is the fundamental group unit of society. A
healthy and dynamic society depends on healthy families;
the outcome of any threats to the family unit will surface
in society (1, 2). The most important assumption in a
romantic relationship is its uniqueness, which is the belief
that the partners are committed to each other emotionally
and sexually. Even a minor slippage in this commitment
can prompt the damaging phenomenon of infidelity
(3). Marital infidelity is a major cause of divorce and
families falling apart. Despite that emotional and sexual
commitment, as a key norm in regulating marriage,
has a pivotal role in solidifying relationships, marital
infidelity can potentially lead to marital dissolution

(4). Some believe that infidelity refers to extramarital
sexual relationships and others see it as having a secret
emotional relationship with a person other than one’s
spouse (5). Men and women respond differently to
various types of infidelity. Women tend to show more
jealousy towards emotional affairs and men towards
sexual affairs (6). Betrayed spouses may experience
emotional, psychological, and physical problems to which
they might show severe mental responses including anger,
guilt, hopelessness, loss of trust, low self-esteem, and long
depressive and anxiety episodes (7, 8). Research has shown
that couples with low emotional control suffer from many
tensions in life roles (9, 10). An individual’s ability to
control emotions can help them relax, regulate emotional
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arousal, and modify emotional experiences (11).

Emotional control is not only positively associated
with intrapersonal outcomes, such as higher well-being
and lower depression and anxiety, but it is also linked with
interpersonal outcomes such as the quality of spouses’
relationships and marital satisfaction (12). Emotional
control skills can have behavioral, emotional, cognitive,
and physiological outcomes in spouses’ interactions (13).
Spouses with lower emotional control may experience
higher cardiovascular arousal in a normal conflict. Return
to former intimacy after a conflict is easier in couples with
balanced emotions (14). Emotion regulation is a strong
predictor of the quality of marital life. In interspousal
relationships, emotional control takes a complex form
as the focus is no longer only on the emotions of the
self but also includes the emotions of the spouse (15). A
couple has the best performance when their emotional
arousal is at a balanced and optimal level (16). Accordingly,
emotion regulation in the context of marital relations is
a reciprocal and mutual process, studying which requires
attention to the emotions and behaviors of both spouses
and their influence on the other (17). Considering
the high levels of intimacy between spouses, it seems
that emotion regulation processes have a crucial role in
interspousal relationships (18). To effectively encounter
these challenges, spouses need to be equipped with a
set of emotional skills such as correctly recognizing and
expressing emotions.

Any therapeutic program used to help betrayed
spouses with psychological problems should provide an
appropriate solution to each part of the problem with a full
picture of its effects. Hypnotherapy is a harmless effective
intervention that uses the positive healing powers of the
client’s subconscious, utilizing powerful mental imagery,
stress management, anxiety reduction, and substantial
and stable boosting of self-confidence (19). Hypnosis is
an altered state of consciousness with three elements,
namely absorption, dissociation, and suggestibility,
which are used in the process of hypnotherapy (19).
In this special state of consciousness, the therapist’s
suggestions enter the conscious and unconscious of
the client and are recorded in their mind. This quality
grants hypnotherapy excellent and stable results (20).
Moreover, many researchers currently observe that
hypnosis can have a complementary effect combined with
other therapeutic methods (21, 22).

Schema therapy is another intervention used for
reducing tensions and conflicts in a marital relationship
(23). Unlike different forms of cognitive therapy that
emphasize the present, schema therapy focuses on

self-destructive thinking patterns as well as feelings
and behaviors rooted in childhood and resurfacing
throughout a person’s life (24, 25). It can be helpful in
treating people with anxiety disorders and personality
disorders. The positive effects of schema therapy in
increasing intimacy, reducing marital conflicts and
decreasing the intensity of early maladaptive schemas
and anxiety symptoms (26). A schema therapist first
helps the client to learn about their maladaptive schemas
using standardized tests. Then, they encourage them to
gradually let go of the ineffective early patterns and adopt
more efficient thinking and behaviors to manage their
negative feelings through combined cognitive-emotional
and behavioral techniques (27).

Every year, couples therapists work with several
couples dealing with the problem of infidelity. In this
regard, therapists have dedicated more attention to
reducing psychological problems in these couples in
recent years. Extramarital relationships are the chief cause
of destroyed marriages and can bring about numerous
marital conflicts. Therefore, marital infidelity can be a
crucial factor in exposing marital life to the emotional and
behavioral outcomes of divorce.

2. Objectives

Evaluation and comparison of two hypnotherapy
interventions and schema therapy of people affected
by marital infidelity are one of the most important
innovations of the present study. Accordingly, this study
aimed to investigate the effectiveness of hypnotherapy
and schema therapy in improving emotional control in
people affected by marital infidelity.

3. Methods

This was a quasi-experimental study with a
pretest-posttest control group design and a three-month
follow-up. The study population included all couples
dealing with marital infidelity who visited Mehr-e-Taban
Counseling and Psychological Services Center in Tehran,
Iran in 2021. Totally, 48 individuals were selected through
convenient sampling and randomly assigned to the
two experimental groups and the control group (n =
16). In the present study, the adequacy of the sample
size was determined using G-Power software (with an
effect size of 1.08, a test power of 0.90, and α = 0.05).
The first experimental group received eight 90-minute
hypnotherapy sessions and the second received ten
90-minute schema therapy sessions. Intervention
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Table 1. A Summary of Hypnotherapy Sessions

Sessions Contents

1 The participants were introduced to the therapeutic method and hypnotherapy was conceptualized. Spiegel’s eye-roll test for hypnotizability was
conducted.

2 After entering the trance state, suggestions were provided to participants for further relaxation, stress, and anxiety reduction, deep trance state. The
therapist worked on conditioning participants to enter a trance state by counting to ten and the sleep command in order to reduce the time of entering
the trance state in the next sessions.

3 More suggestions were provided to the participants to deepen the trance state and focus on mental imagery for ten minutes. The imageries were first
pleasant and relaxing and later directed at the target problems.

4 The dialogue about the problems was created using mental imagery after entering hypnosis. The participants received further suggestions for relaxed
focused thinking. Imageries of positive suggestions and dialogues were added to the suggestions to reinforce their effectiveness.

5 Hypnotic suggestions were combined with the mental imagery of the suggestions to increase their effectiveness. The contents of previous sessions were
reviewed and a discussion was held on the experiences of a trance state under hypnosis.

6 Imageries of the ego suggestions were made and the participants received hypnotherapy on increasing self-esteem and improving positive relationships
with others.

7 Self-hypnosis was taught (to prevent relapse) and the participants received hypnotherapy on emotional control, reducing negative and distressing
emotions, and boosting positive emotions.

8 The participants were conditioned to count to ten signals and take three deep and slow breaths to use the conditioning signal to relax, minimize stress and
anxiety, and address problems. The posttest was conducted at the end of the session.

sessions were conducted in groups by the first author
at Mehr-e-Taban Counseling. The summary of the sessions
is presented in Tables 1 and 2. The inclusion criteria were
having an extramarital relationship experience, minimum
high school education, no history of psychological
disorders and hospitalization in a psychiatric ward,
and not using medications, drugs, and alcohol. The
exclusion criterion was being absent from the therapy
sessions more than twice. The follow-up was three months
after the last intervention session. Written informed
consent was obtained from the participants. Moreover,
the participants were ensured of the confidentiality
of their personal information and the significance of
conducting this study. The participants were free to leave
the study at any point they wanted.

3.1. Measurement Tools

3.1.1. Emotion Control Questionnaire

The 56-item Emotion Control Questionnaire (ECQ),
developed by Roger and Najarian (28), was used to measure
emotional control in couples. The ECQ is designed in
four sub-scales including rehearsal, emotional inhibition,
aggression control, and benign control. Each sub-scale
has14 true or false items. The range of scores in this
questionnaire is 0 to 56; In addition, the minimum and
maximum score for each subscale is 0 and 14, respectively.
The reliability of the ECQ was estimated to be 0.72 (29).

3.2. Statistical Analyses

The data were analyzed by analysis of covariance
(MANCOVA) in SPSS-22.

4. Results

The descriptive results including the mean and
standard deviation (SD) for emotional control and its
components are shown in Table 3. The mean and standard
deviation of the posttest score of emotional control in
hypnotherapy and schema therapy groups was 47.62 ±
2.80 and 48.82 ± 1.45, which was significantly different
from the control group (P < 0.001).

The required assumptions for ANCOVA were examined.
The Levene’s test for emotional control and its four
components confirmed the assumption of homogeneity
of variance. Moreover, Box’s M was not significant for
emotional control and its components, confirming the
equivalence of covariance matrices. The Shapiro-Wilk
test showed the normal distribution of the scores in the
experimental groups and the control group in the pretest,
posttest, and follow-up stages. The results of the ANCOVA
are reported in Table 4. There was a significant difference
between betrayed women and men in hypnotherapy and
schema therapy groups in terms of rehearsal (F = 8.26,
P = 0.001), emotional inhibition (F = 73.89, P = 0.001),
aggression control (F = 27.54, P = 0.001), and benign control
(F = 69.07, P = 0.001).

There was a significant difference between the two
experimental groups and the control group in the
reduction of four components of rehearsal, emotional
inhibition, aggression control, and benign control (P <
0.001). In addition, there was no significant difference
between hypnotherapy and schema therapy in the four
emotional control components. This indicated the
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Table 2. Schema Therapy Sessions Framework

Sessions Contents

1 Creating a secure mutual relationship, empathy, and acceptance to facilitate reunion; Teaching schema-focused therapy approach

2 Persistent identification of early learnings and experiences associated with the current problem

3 Identifying and assessing coping modes, empathy, and early maladaptive schemas; Experimental techniques to identify developmental roots and schemas
and understand maladaptive strategies for satisfying emotional needs

4 Analyzing the state of mind with spouses, tracing the durations of state of mind, and identifying and naming states; Conceptualizing client’s problems
based on schema therapy and discrediting their dominant schemas

5 Using current complaints as leverage to continue the therapy; Encouraging the client to continue the therapy and emphasizing the negative outcomes of
narcissism

6 Introducing participants to cognitive, emotional, and behavioral state; Exploring developmental roots of states by making mental imageries

7 Teaching negotiation between states and using cognitive techniques to discredit dominant schemas; Creating a positive atmosphere of attention

8 Staying with the lonely state and working to satisfy basic emotional needs and connecting with the vulnerable state

9 Emphatic confrontation and moving towards modifying and reducing the effects of defective schemas

10 Encouraging participants to let go of maladaptive coping and practice adaptive behaviors; Creating a list of learned skills in therapy and preventing
relapse; Concluding sessions and presenting recommended strategies

Table 3. The Mean and Standard Deviation of Emotional Control in Experimental and Control Groups a

Variables and Phases Hypnotherapy Schema Therapy Control Group

Emotional inhibition

Pretest 10.32 ± 0.89 10.44 ± 1.03 10.25 ± 1.43

Posttest 12.50 ± 0.84 12.47 ± 0.69 9.75 ± 1.27

Follow-up 12.48 ± 0.86 12.14 ± 0.83 9.81 ± 1.50

Aggression control

Pretest 10.16 ± 0.81 10.69 ± 0.70 10.52 ± 0.93

Posttest 11.44 ± 1.06 11.60 ± 0.74 10.34 ± 0.75

Follow-up 11.64 ± 0.91 11.37 ± 0.69 10.49 ± 0.81

Rehearsal

Pretest 10.61 ± 0.83 10.82 ± 0.92 10.03 ± 0.64

Posttest 9.32 ± 0.89 9.72 ± 0.86 10.97 ± 0.81

Follow-up 9.13 ± 0.84 9.69 ± 0.79 10.20 ± 0.77

Benign control

Pretest 10.72 ± 1.08 10.85 ± 1.01 10.62 ± 1.11

Posttest 12.88 ± 0.81 13.25 ± 0.36 10.69 ± 1.16

Follow-up 12.57 ± 0.92 12.92 ± 0.81 10.89 ± 1.27

Emotional control (total)

Pretest 41.50 ± 2.50 42.45 ± 2.44 42.41 ± 2.99

Posttest 47.62 ± 2.80 48.82 ± 1.45 41.75 ± 3.07

Follow-up 46.85 ± 2.04 47.69 ± 2.11 42.34 ± 3.21

a Values are expressed as mean ± SD.

similar effectiveness of the therapeutic approaches in
all components of emotional control (Table 5).

5. Discussion

This study hence investigated the effectiveness
of hypnotherapy and schema therapy in improving
emotional control in people affected by marital infidelity.
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Table 4. Results of ANCOVA on Research Variables in Experimental and Control Groups

Variables SS df MS F P η2 Power

Emotional inhibition 288.21 2 144.10 73.89 0.001 0.78 1.00

Aggression control 78.16 2 39.08 27.54 0.001 0.57 1.00

Rehearsal 19.011 2 9.55 8.26 0.001 0.29 0.95

Benign control 253.51 2 126.75 69.07 0.001 0.77 1.00

Emotional control (total) 2201.01 2 1100.51 88.65 0.001 0.80 1.00

Table 5. Results of Pairwise Comparison of the Emotional Control in the Posttest Phase

Variables and Groups Mean Difference SE P-Value

Emotional inhibition

Hypnotherapy - schema therapy -0.03 0.27 0.913

Hypnotherapy - control -2.75 0.38 0.001

Schema therapy - control -2.72 0.36 0.001

Aggression control

Hypnotherapy - schema therapy 0.16 0.32 0.624

Hypnotherapy - control -1.1 0.33 0.002

Schema therapy - control -1.26 0.26 0.001

Rehearsal

Hypnotherapy - schema therapy 0.05 0.31 0.873

Hypnotherapy - control 1.65 0.30 0.001

Schema therapy - control 1.25 0.29 0.001

Benign control

Hypnotherapy - schema therapy 0.37 0.22 0.105

Hypnotherapy - control -2.19 0.35 0.001

Schema therapy - control -2.56 0.30 0.001

Emotional control (total)

Hypnotherapy - schema therapy 1.20 0.79 0.138

Hypnotherapy - control -5.87 1.04 0.001

Schema therapy - control -7.07 0.85 0.001

The results showed that hypnotherapy improved
components of emotional control in the participants.
It was revealed that hypnotherapy alone could be effective
in helping emotional control in women and men affected
by marital infidelity. This is consistent with the findings
of previous studies (30). Rostami et al. (30) reported that
the use of hypnotherapy is an effective method to increase
coping self-efficacy in women with obesity.

Hypnotherapy can improve emotion regulation and
individual responses to external stimuli and situations.
Some of the advantages of hypnotherapy include
relaxation, improved sleep quality, and peace of mind
(19). Like other therapeutic approaches, it can assist

in discovering, processing, and recognizing layers of
symptoms or outward behaviors in order to uncover and
address the main problems or early damages constantly
entering the unconscious and affecting behavior (30). As
a result, hypnotherapy can help the client regulate their
feelings and be more relaxed and stable when exposed
to stimuli (19). How much one believes they have control
over the effective events of their life is a valuable agent in
maintaining health. Individuals who see themselves as
unable in controlling events show avoiding responses to
these events instead of active confrontation. Perception
of the uncontrollability of the environment is a cognitive
vulnerability. In hypnotherapy, increasing the feeling of
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control in the clients facilitate their improvement (30).
The results also indicated that schema therapy had

positive effects on improving emotional control in the
clients. This is consistent with the findings of Mohammadi
et al. (25). Using cognitive therapy techniques, schema
therapy can curtail interpersonal problems and emotional
instability, consequently showing emotion regulation. In
fact, schema therapy to cope with problems can lead to
better emotion management and regulation strategies by
replacing maladaptive emotion management strategies
(25). Relying on changing maladaptive schemas
formed in childhood and maladaptive coping mode
as well as describing their effects in confronting and
processing life events, schema therapy gives the client the
opportunity to leave avoiding and negative assessments,
and adopt adaptive strategies (31). Such strategies can
improve the mental capacity of the individual, enhance
problem-solving skills, and lead to emotion regulation.
Furthermore, working on psychological themes or early
maladaptive schemas in individuals who have a negative
view of their abilities and emotions, schema therapy can
be effective in modifying and changing their thoughts and
beliefs (27). It challenges cognitive beliefs closely knit with
emotional beliefs with regard to experimental strategies,
resulting in the recognition of unsatisfied emotional
needs that have led to the formation of maladaptive
schemas and emotion maladjustment. This encourages
the individual to look for correct solutions to their
problems (32).

Uncontrolled intervening variables such as economic,
social, and intellectual status and personality were a
limitation in this study. The limited population of
the study also necessitates generalizing the results and
explanations with caution.

5.1. Conclusions

The results demonstrate the effectiveness of
hypnotherapy and schema therapy in controlling
emotions in women and men affected by marital
infidelity. The findings can be used at both theoretical
and practical levels. Theoretically, the results can help
understand effective therapies for marital problems
better. Additionally, by explaining the effectiveness
of hypnotherapy and schema therapy, it can facilitate
resolving problems in couples that suffer from
communicational and emotional problems. This
description of the approach and comparison with other
methods used for emotional control can expand the
knowledge, concepts, and models in this field, paving
the way for further research to develop couples therapy.

Practically, the results can be a good experimental basis
to prepare therapeutic programs for spouses dealing with
infidelity and suffering from emotional problems. Couples
and family therapists can use the findings clinically in
their treatment programs for emotion management.
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